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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
Let 0 be a smooth bounded domain in Rn. The L p (1p)
harmonic Bergman space on a domain 0 in Rn is defined to be
b p (0) :=[h # L p (0) : h is harmonic in 0].
Thanks to the mean value property of harmonic functions, b p (0) is a
closed subspace of L p (0). The harmonic Bergman projection R is defined
to be the orthogonal projection from L2 (0) onto b2 (0) and the harmonic
Bergman kernel R(x, y) is the integral kernel of the projection R.
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Recently there has been growing interest in the operator theoretic
properties of the harmonic Bergman projection. See, for example, [Axl,
ABR, RY, Str]. However, the known results are mostly for the balls and
half spaces, on which the harmonic Bergman kernels are known explicitly
in closed form. For example, on the unit ball in Rn,
R(x, y)=
1
nV(B)(1&2x } y+|x|2 | y|2)n2 \
n(1&|x|2 | y|2)2
1&2x } y+|x|2 | y|2
&4 |x|2 | y|2+ .
(1.1)
From this explicit form of the harmonic Bergman kernel, mapping proper-
ties of the harmonic Bergman projection and various duality theorems are
derived.
The purpose of this paper is to study the harmonic Bergman kernel and
projection on smooth bounded domains. The results of this paper are
optimal size estimates of the harmonic Bergman kernel and its derivatives,
and mapping properties of the Bergman projection on L p, Sobolev spaces,
and Ho lder spaces. We also prove duality among b p and the harmonic
Bloch space.
Looking at (1.1), one can see that there is a special distance function
which characterizes the behaviour of R(x, y) near the boundary: For x # 0
close to 0 define r(x) :=dist(x, 0) and extend r to the whole of 0 as a
positive smooth function. We then define for x, y # 0
d(x, y) :=|x& y|+r(x)+r( y). (1.2)
It turns out that the boundary behaviour of the harmonic Bergman kernel
can be most efficiently decribed by this distance function. The main result
of this paper are the following size estimates of the harmonic Bergman
kernel and its derivatives.
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 be a smooth domain in Rn. For multi-indices :, ;
there is a constant C:, ; such that
|D:x D
;
y R(x, y)|C:, ;
1
d(x, y)n+|:|+|;|
, x, y # 0 . (1.3)
Moreover, for some constant C
|R(x, x)|C
1
r(x)n
, x # 0. (1.4)
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Based on (1.3), we prove that the Bergman projection is continuous on
the Lebesgue and Lipschitz spaces.
It would be helpful to compare the estimate of the harmonic Bergman
kernel with those of the holomorphic Bergman kernel obtained in [M,
NRSW]. The estimates of the holomorphic Bergman kernel had a tre-
mendous impact on the understanding of  -equations and function theory
on pseudo-convex domains in higher dimensions. The argument to prove
(1.3) in this paper is parallel to that in [NRSW]. The Bergman projection
B on a domain in Cn satisfies B=I& *N where N is the  -Neumann
operator. Scaling of the domain and uniform estimates independent of the
scaling parameter lead to the estimates of the Bergman kernel. This is the
well-known method of Nagel, Rosay, Stein, and Wainger. For the har-
monic Bergman projection R, we prove that R=I&2N2 where N is the
Green operator for the Dirichlet problem for the biharmonic equation.
Then scaling of the domain and uniform estimates for N lead us to the
estimate (1.3). Thus most of proof of Theorem 1.1 pertains to the uniform
local estimate of the operator N independent of the scaling parameter,
which is of independent interest. One may notice that the estimate (1.3) is
related to Euclidean Geometry in contrast to the estimate of the Bergman
kernel, which relies heavily on the anisotropic CR-Geometry of the bound-
ary of the domain. This is because the Laplace operator on Rn is isotropic.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we derive local estimates
of the Green operator for the biharmonic equation independent of the scal-
ing. In Section 3, Theorem 1.1 is proved. In Section 4, mapping properties
of the harmonic Bergman projection and duality are proved.
Throughout the paper, we use the notation A  B if there exists a
positive constant C such that ACB. Thus, ArB means A  B and
B  A.
2. GREEN FUNCTION FOR THE BIHARMONIC EQUATION
Let 0 be a smooth bounded domain in Rn and 0 # 0. For r<diam 0 let
0r :={1r x : x # 0= .
In this section we estimate the Green function for the Dirichlet problem for
the biharmonic equation. The main feature of the estimate lies in its inde-
pendence of the scaling parameter r. If one allows the constant to depend
on r, then the estimates of this section are well known.
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Let N=Nr be the Green operator for the Dirichlet problem of the bihar-
monic equation:
{
22u= f # L2 (0) in 0r ,
(2.1)
u=0 on 0r ,
u
n
=0 on 0r ,
where n is the outward unit normal to 0. Since 22 and the boundary con-
ditions of the problem (2.1) are self-adjoint, the Green operator N is also
self-adjoint.
Lemma 2.1. If u # C4 (0 ) satisfies u= un=0 on 0 and | # C
4 (0 ), then
& 12 |
0
|u| 2 22| dx+|
0
|2u|2 | dx
=|
0
u(22u) | dx&2 :
|:|=2
|
0
u(D:u)(D:|) dx. (2.2)
Proof. If u= un=0 on 0, we have from Green’s theorem
|
0
|2u|2 |=|
0
u(22u) |+2 |
0
u{(2u) } {|+|
0
u 2u 2|. (2.3)
Since 2(u2)=2(u 2u+|{u|2), we have from Green’s theorem
1
2 |
0
|u| 2 22|=|
0
u 2u 2|+|
0
|{u|2 2|. (2.4)
Thus by (2.3) and (2.4), we have
& 12 |
0
|u| 2 22 | dx+|
0
|2u| 2 | dx
=|
0
u(22u) | dx+2 |
0
u{(2u) } {|&|
0
|{u| 2 2|. (2.5)
To make notations short, put uj :=Dj u, ujk :=Dj Dku, etc. We then
have
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2 |
0
u{(2u) } {|&|
0
|{u|2 2|
=2 :
n
j=1
|
0
u(2u j) |j&|
0
|{u| 2 2|
=&2 :
n
j, k=1
|
0
uk ujk |j&2 :
n
j, k=1
|
0
uujk |jk&|
0
|{u|2 2|
=& :
n
j, k=1
|
0

x j
|uk |2| j&2 :
n
j, k=1
|
0
uujk |jk&|
0
|{u|2 2|.
Since {u=0 on 0, we have from the divergence theorem that
:
n
j, k=1
|
0

xj
|uk |2 |j =|
0
{( |{u|2) } {|
=&|
0
|{u|2 2|.
Thus we have
2 |
0
u{(2u) } {|+|
0
|{u|2 2|=&2 :
n
j, k=1
|
0
uujk|jk . (2.6)
The identity (2.2) follows from (2.5) and (2.6). This completes the
proof. K
We now prove the following local regularity for the biharmonic equation
on the scaled domain 0r . Notice that the constant in the estimate does not
depend on r.
Lemma 2.2. Let 0r be the scaled domain as before and x0 # 0r . Let
B1=B(x0, 2) and B2=B(x0, 4). Then there exists a constant C independent
of r such that
:
|:|2
|
B2 & 0r
|D:N.|2C &.&2L2(0r) (2.7)
for every smooth function . supported in B1 .
Proof. Let | be a positive bounded weight in C4 (0 r). It then follows
from the identity (2.2) that
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&12 |
0r
|N.|2 22|+|
0r
|2N.| 2 |
 } |0r (N.) 2
2 (N.) | }+2 } :
|:|=2
|
0r
(N.) D: (N.) D:| }
C } |0r & B1 (N.) . }+2 } :|:|=2 |0r (N.) D
: (N.) D:| }
C=2 |
0r & B1
|N.|2+C=&2 &.&2L2(0)
+2=2 |
0r
|N.|2 :
|:|=2
|D:||2+2=&2 :
|:|=2
|
0r
|D: (N.)| 2.
Thus we have
|
0r
|N.| 2 \&1222|&2=2 :
|:|=2
|D:||2+&C=2 |0r & B1 |N.|
2
=&2 _C &.&2L2(0)+2 :
|:|=2
|
0r
|D: (N.)|2& . (2.8)
Since 0 is a smooth domain and r<1, an exterior sphere of a fixed radius
independent of r can be attached to 0r at x0. Assume that it is Bd (0), the
ball centered at 0 with the radius d. Let
|(x)=2d &2n&|x|&2n.
Then, &22|(x)=Cn |x|&(2n+4) and  |:|=2 |D:|| 2=O( |x|&(4n+4)) as
|x|  , where Cn=4n(n+1)(n+2)(n+4)>0. Therefore by taking =
small enough, we have
& 122
2|&2=2 :
|:|=2
|D:||2>0, x # 0r
and
&122
2|&2=2 :
|:|=2
|D:||2>c0 , x # 0r & B2
for some c0>0. It then follows from (2.8) that
|
0r & B2
|N.|2C _&.&2L2(0r)+ :
|:| =2
|
0r
|D: (N.)|2& . (2.9)
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By the Caldero nZygmund estimate for the Riesz transform in [GT,
Corollary 9.10], we have
:
|:|=2
|
0r
|D: (N.)|2C |
0r
|2N.| 2,
where C depends only on n. Thus
:
|:| =2
|
0r
|D: (N.)|2C |
0r
(N.) 22 (N.)
C=2 |
0r & B1
|N.|2+C=&2|
0r & B1
|.|2. (2.10)
Taking = small enough and using (2.9) and (2.10), we have
|
0r & B2
|N.|2+ :
|:|=2
|
0r
|D: (N.)|2C &.&2L2(0r) . (2.11)
The estimate for the term  |:|=1 0r & B2 |D
: (N.)| 2 follows from the inter-
polation inequality and (2.11). This completes the proof. K
Here and throughout this paper & &s(0) denotes the usual L2-Sobolev
norm on 0:
&u&2s(0) := :
|:|s
&D:u&2L2(0) .
For v # C (0 r), let u(x) :=v( 1r x) (x # 0). Then one can easily check that
&D:u&0(0)=r&|:|&n2 &D:v&0(0r) . (2.12)
Lemma 2.3. Let 0r and . be as in Lemma 2.2. Then there exists a con-
stant C independent of r such that
:
|:|=3
|
0r
|D:N.|2C &.&2L2(0r) (2.10)
for every smooth function . with compact support.
Proof. We begin with a well-known a priori estimate for higher oder
elliptic equations [Agm, Theorem 9.11]: If u # C (0 ) and u= un=0 on
0, then for k0 there exists a constant C=C(k, 0) such that
&u&k+4(0)C(&22u&k(0)+&u&0(0)). (2.14)
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By the Poincare inequality, there exists a constant C=C(0) such that
&u&0(0)C :
|;|=2
&D;u&0(0) (2.15)
for all u # C (0 ) with u= un=0 on 0.
Let |:|=3, then by the interpolation inequality [GT, Theorem 7.28],
there exists a constant C=C(0) such that for all r>0
&D:u&0(0)C \r :
|#|=4
&D#u&0(0)+
1
r
:
|;|=2
&D;u&0(0)+ .
Therefore, by (2.14) and (2.15), for all u # C (0) with u= un=0 on 0, we
have
&D:u&0(0)C \r &22u&0(0)+1r :|;|=2 &D
;u&0(0)+ .
Thus we have from the CalderonZygmund inequality [GT, Corollary
9.10] that
&D:u&0(0)C \r &22u&0(0)+1r &2u&0(0)+ . (2.16)
For v # C (0 r) with v= vn=0 on 0r , let u(x)=v(
x
r ). Then it follows from
(2.12) and (2.16) that
&D:v&0(0r)C(&2
2v&0(0r)+&2v&0(0r)), (2.17)
where C only depends on 0 and not on r. Now let v(x)=N.(x) to get
&D:N.&0(0r)C(&2
2N.&0(0r)+&2N.&0(0r))
=C(&.&0(0r)+&2N.&0(0r)).
It then follows that
&2N.&20(0r)=|0r N.2
2N.
=|
0r
.N.
&.&0(0r & B1) &N.&0(0r & B1)
C &.&20(0r) ,
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where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.2. This completes the
proof. K
Corollary 2.4. Let 0r be the scaled domain as before and x0 # 0r . Let
B1=B(x0, 2) and B2=B(x0, 4). Then there exists a constant C independent
of r such that
:
|:|3
|
B2 & 0r
|D:N.|2C &.&2L2(0r) (2.18)
for every smooth function . supported in B1 .
We are now ready to prove the local regularity of the Green operator N.
Theorem 2.5. Let 0r be as before. Let x, y # 0r be such that |x& y|=1,
r(x)1, and r( y)1. For any integers s and t, there exists a constant Cs, t
independent of r such that if . is a smooth function with support in
0 & B(x, 14) and ‘ is a smooth function with support in 0 & B( y, 14), then
&‘N.&s(0r)Cs, t &.&&t(0r) . (2.19)
Proof. As in Lemma 2.3, for v # C (0 r), let u(x)=v( xr ). Applying
(2.12) to the apriori estimate (2.14), we have
:
|:|k+4
r&|:| &D:v&0(0r)C \&v&0(0r)+ :
|;| k
r&|;| &4 &D;22v&0(0r)+ ,
where C depends on 0 and k, not on r. Therefore, for all v # C (0 r) and
for all r such that 0<r<diam 0
:
|:|=k+4
&D:v&0(0r)C(&2
2v&k(0r)+&v&0(0r)) (2.20)
with C only depending on 0 and k. Put v=‘N.. Then from (2.20) we have
:
|:| =k+4
&D: (‘N.)&0(0r)
C(&22 (‘N.)&k(0r)+&‘N.&0(0r))
C(&‘22N.&k(0r)+&[2
2, ‘] N.&k(0r)+&‘N.&0(0r)),
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where [22, ‘] is the commutator of 22 and the multiplication operator by
‘ which is a differential operator of order 3. Since ‘22N.=‘.=0, we have
:
|:|=k+4
&D: (‘N.)&0(0r)C &‘1N.)&k+3(0r) , (2.21)
where ‘1 is a smooth function supported in 0 & B( y, 12) such that ‘1 #1
on the support of ‘. By induction, for k0 there exists a constant
C=C(k, 0) such that
&‘N.&k+4(0r)C &‘$N.&3(0r) (2.22)
‘$ is a smooth function supported in 0 & B( y, 12) such that ‘$#1 on the
support of ‘. It then follows from Lemma 2.4 that for all s0
&‘N.&s(0r)Cs &.&0(0r) . (2.23)
By duality, we have
&‘N.&0(0r)Ct &.&&t(0r) (2.24)
for any t>0. Interpolating (2.23) and (2.24) leads us to (2.19). This
completes the proof. K
3. ESTIMATES OF THE HARMONIC BERGMAN KERNEL
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. To emphasize the dependence on
the domain, we write R0 for the harmonic Bergman kernel on the domain 0.
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 be a bounded smooth domain in Rn and x0 # Rn. Let
0r be the domain scaled by r with respect to x0, i.e., 0r :=[ 1r (x&x
0) :
x # 0]. Then
R0 (x, y)=
1
rn
R0r \1r (x&x0),
1
r
( y&x0)+ , x, y # 0. (3.1)
Proof. It follows from a simple change of variables. K
Lemma 3.2. Let N be the Green operator for the Dirichlet problem for 22
in 0. Then for any f # L2 (0), we have
R0 f =f &2N(2f ). (3.2)
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Proof. By the well known theory of elliptic partial differential equa-
tions, we have
&Nf &2(0r)C & f &&2(0r) . (3.3)
See [RR] for a proof. Thus we have
&2N(2f )&L2C & f &L2 .
If f # b2 (0), then (I&2N2) f =f. Since 22N=I, one can easily see that
(I&2N2)2=(I&2N2).
Since N is a symmetric operator, we can conclude that (I&2N2) is the
orthogonal projection from L2 (0) onto b2 (0). This completes the
proof. K
Lemma 3.3. Let 0r , x, y as in Theorem 2.5. For any integers s and t,
there exists a constant Cs, t independent of r such that if . is a smooth func-
tion with support in 0 & B(x, 14) and ‘ is a smooth function with support in
0 & B( y, 14), then
&‘R0r .&s(0r)Cs, t &.&&t(0r) . (3.3)
Hence, for all multi-indices : and ;, there exists C:, ; such that
|D:x D
;
y R0r (x, y)|C:, ; . (3.4)
Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 2.5 and (3.2). K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let x, y # 0 . We may assume that r(x)<1 and
r( y)<1. Suppose that 4 |x& y|max[r(x), r( y)]. In Lemma 3.1, let
y=x0 , r :=|x& y| and 0r be the scaled domain. It then follows from (3.1)
and (3.4) that
|D:x D
;
y R0 (x, y)|=
1
rn+|:|+|;| }D:x D;y R0r \
1
r
(x& y), 0+}

C:, ;
d(x, y)n+|:|+|;|
.
Suppose 4 |x& y|<max[r(x), r( y)] and r(x)r( y), then 4 |x&z|
max[r(x), r(z)] when |x&z|=r(x). Since D:x D
;
y R0 (x, y) is harmonic in
y, we have from the maximum principle and the above estimate
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|D:x D
;
y R0 (x, y)| max
|z&x| =r(x)
|D:x D
;
y R0 (x, z)|
 max
|z&x|=r(x)
C:, ;
d(x, z)n+|:|+|;|

C:, ;
d(x, y)n+|:|+|;|
.
This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.1.
To prove (1.4), we use the following extremal property of R0 :
R0 (x, x)=sup [ |u(x)| 2 : u # b2 (0), &u&b2(0)=1].
Let x # 0 with r(x) small. Choose x$ # Rn"0 so that B(x$, r(x)) & 0=<
and r(x$)=r(x). By a rotation and a translation we may assume
x&x$=( |x&x$|, 0, ..., 0). Let
u( y)=C
2
y21
1( y&x$),
where 1 is the fundamental solution for the Laplacian and C is chosen so
that &u&b2(0)=1. Note that Crr(x)n2. Since |u(x)|Cr(x)&n, (1.4)
follows. The proof is complete. K
4. MAPPING PROPERTIES
In this section we study mapping properties of the harmonic Bergman
projection on various function spaces such as L p, Sobolev spaces, and
Ho lder spaces using the size estimates for the harmonic Bergman kernel.
Throughout this section ? denotes the normal projection to 0, namely,
for x # 0 near 0, ?(x) is the closest point on 0 to x.
Lemma 4.1. For :, ;0 with :+;>0 and ;<1, there exists a constant
C>0 such that for all x # 0,
|
0
1
d(x, y)n+: r( y);
dyCr(x)&:&;. (4.1)
Proof. We may assume that x is near 0. Split 0 as
0=[ y # 0 : r( y)2r(x), |?( y)&?(x)|r(x)]
_ [ y # 0 : r( y)2r(x), |?( y)&?(x)|>r(x)] _ [ y # 0 : r( y)>2r(x)]
:=01 _ 02 _ 03 .
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Since d(x, y)r(x), we have
|
01
1
d(x, y)n+: r( y);
dy  r(x)&n&: |
[ y$ # 0 : | y$&?(x)|r(x)]
|
2r(x)
0
t&; dt d_( y$)
 r(x)&:&;.
Since d(x, y)C |?(x)&?( y)| for some constant C independent of x and
y, we have
|
02
1
d(x, y)n+: r( y);
dy
 |
2r(x)
0
|
[ y$ # 0 : | y$&?(x)| >r(x)]
1
| y$&?(x)|n+:
d_( y$)
1
t;
dt
 r(x)&:&;.
On 03 , we have
|
03
1
d(x, y)n+: r( y);
dy  |
r( y)>2r(x)
1
( | y&x|+r(x))n+: r(x);
dy
 r(x)&:&;.
Putting the above estimates together we have (4.1). K
We first deal with the mapping properties of the harmonic Bergman pro-
jection on Lebesgue spaces. The harmonic Bloch space on 0, B(0), is the
set of all harmonic functions f on 0 with
& f &B :=sup
x # 0
|r(x) {f (x)|<.
On the unit ball and the half space, the following theorem is proved in
[Str, RY], respectively.
Theorem 4.2. Let 0 be a smooth bounded domain in Rn and R be the
harmonic Bergman projection on 0.
(1) R(L p (0))=b p (0) if 1<p<,
(2) R(L (0))=B(0),
(3) R is of weak type (1, 1).
Proof. Part (1) follows from (1.3), Lemma 4.1 with :=0, and Lemma
3.1 in [FR].
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To prove (2), let f # L (0). It follows from (1.3) and (4.1) that
|r(x) {Rf (x)|= } r(x) |0 {xR(x, y) f ( y) dy }
 & f & r(x) |
0
1
d(x, y)n+1
dy
 & f & .
To prove that R is onto, let u # B(0). By multiplying r by a smooth
positive function if necessary, we may assume that
|{r(x)|2=1+O(r(x)). (4.2)
Since u # B, we have |u(x)|C |log r(x)|. Thus ru |0=0. Moreover

n (r
2u) | 0=0. It thus follows from Green’s theorem that
|
0
R(x, y) 2(r2u)( y) dy
=|
0
2yR(x, y)(r2u)( y) dy
+|
0 _R(x, y)

n
(r2u)( y)&

y1
R(x, y)(r2u)( y)& d_( y)
=0.
On the other hand,
|
0
R(x, y) 2(r2u)( y) dy=|
0
R(x, y)(2r 2ru+2 |{r|2 u+4r{r } {u)( y) dy.
Hence, we have
|
0
R(x, y) |{r( y)|2 u( y) dy=&|
0
R(x, y)(r 2ru+2r {r } {u)( y) dy (4.3)
It then follows that
u(x)=|
0
R(x, y)(1&|{r( y)|2) u( y) dy+|
0
R(x, y) |{r( y)|2 u( y) dy
=|
0
R(x, y) h( y) dy,
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where
h( y) :=(1&|{r( y)|2) u( y)&r( y) 2r( y) u( y)&2r( y) {r } {u( y).
Since u # B, h # L by (4.2). Hence u # R(L).
The weak (1, 1) estimate follows directly from the derivative estimate
of R(x, y) and the Cardero nZygmund decomposition. (See [Ste], for
example.) The proof is complete. K
As a consequence, we have the following duality among b p and B
Corollary 4.3. Under the usual pairing
( f, g) :=|
0
f (x) g(x) dx,
we have
(1) (b p)*$bq if 1<p< and 1p+1q=1,
(2) (b1)*$B.
Proof. Since the proofs of (1) and (2) are the same, we only prove (2).
Let g # B. Then g=R4g for some 4g # L by Theorem 4.2. Hence, for all
f # b1
( f, 4g)=(Rf, 4g) =( f, R4g)=( f, g).
Conversely, let 4 # (b1)*. Then 4 induces a bounded linear functional 4
on (L1)*. Hence, there exists 4g # L such that for all f # b1,
4( f )=4 ( f )=( f, 4g) =(Rf, 4g)=( f, R4g).
Since R4g # B by Theorem 4.2, the map 8: B  (b1)* given by
8(g)( f )=( f, g) is onto.
Suppose 4g is the zero linear functional. Since Rx( } )=R(x, } ) # B for
each x # 0, we have
0=4g (Rx)=(Rx , g) = g(x).
Hence, 8 is one to one. This completes the proof. K
Since Ho lder and Sobolev estimates can be obtained by similar
arguments as in [MS], we will not go through the details of proofs.
Instead, we prove needed lemmas for the arguments to go through and
indicate necessary changes for the proofs.
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Let $>0 be a small number which will be chosen later. For a fixed point
p # 0, choose coordinates so that (&1, 0, ..., 0) is the unit outward normal
vector at p. For j=2, ..., n and y # B( p, $), define smooth tangential vector
fields [Tj ( y)] by
Tj ( y)=
r
y1

yj
&
r
j

y1
.
For a multi-index :=(:2 , ..., :n), let T :=T :22 } } } T
:n
n . Then we can choose
$ small such that
|
B( p, $) & 0
T : f ( y) g( y) dy
=(&1) |:| |
B( p, $) & 0
f ( y) \T :g( y)+O \ :
|;||:| &1
D;g( y)++ dy (4.4)
holds for all smooth functions f and g, with g supported on B( p, $). And
by a simple calculation of T 2j using the definition of Tj ( y), we get
2
y2j
=a jT 2j +bjTj+cj

y1
Tj+dj

y1
+ej
2
y21
, (4.5)
where aj , ..., dj are bounded smooth functions and ej ( y)=O(r( y)).
Lemma 4.4. Let k<n+|:|+|;|. For y # 0 & B( p, $) let t=((t1+ } } }
+tk), ..., 0). Then for a compactly supported function , on B( p, $), we have
|

0
} } } |

0
|D:x D
;
y R(x, y+t)| |,( y+t)| dt1 } } } dtkC
1
d(x, y)n+|:|+|;|&k
.
Proof. Let x=(x1 , x$), y=( y1 , y$). Since , is supported in B( p, $) and
(&1, 0, ..., 0) is the unit outward normal vector at p, we may assume
y+t # B( p, $) & 0 and r( y+t)rr( y)+kj=1 tj . Thus we have
d(x, y+t)=|x& y&t|+r(x)+r( y+t)
r }x1& y1& :
k
j=1
tj }+|x$& y$|+r(x)+r( y)+ :
k
j=1
t j
rd(x, y)+ :
k
j=1
t j ,
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where the last approximation holds since |a+b|+|b|r |a|+|b|. Hence,
the proof follows from this estimate and (1.3). K
Now fix a covering [Ui]Ni=1 for 0 where Ui is some B( p, $) satisfying
(4.4), (4.5) and Lemma 4.4. Set U0=0" i Ui and let [,i]Ni=0 be a parti-
tion of unity subordinate to the covering U0 , ..., UN .
We now prove the regularity of the harmonic Bergman projection on
Sobolev spaces, L pk (0)=[ f # L
p (0) : & f &Lpk= |:|k &D
:f &L2(0)<] where
D:f is the weak derivative of f.
Theorem 4.5. For 1<p< and a positive integer k,
&Rf &LpkC & f &Lpk .
Proof. When k=0, this is just Theorem 4.2. When k is odd, the
estimate will follow from the interpolation for even k’s. When k2 is even,
the proof follows from the same arguments as in [MS] using (4.4) and
Lemma 4.4 except at one point. That is, to remove the boundary terms in
integration by parts, they used holomorphicity to change the derivative in
the real normal direction of the Bergman kernel to a real tangential direc-
tion. In our case, we use harmonicity to change two derivatives of the har-
monic Bergman kernel in the normal direction to those in the tangential
directions: Let y # Ui for some i1. Since D:x R(x, y) is harmonic in y for
each fixed x, we have (2y21) D
:
xR(x, y)=&
n
j=2 (
2y2j ) D
:
xR(x, y).
Thus, by (4.5) we have
2
y21
D:xR(x, y)
= :
n
j=2 \ajT
2
j +bjTj+cj

y1
Tj+dj

y1+ D:xR(x, y), (4.6)
where aj , ..., dj are bounded smooth functions.
Therefore, we will briefly go over the proof when k=|:|=2. First note
that
D:Rf (x)= :
N
i=0
|
0
D:xR(x, y) ,i ( y) f ( y) dy.
When i=0 in the above sum, the integral is bounded by & f &L(U0) & f &Lp2
by an interior estimate for the harmonic functions. For a fixed x # 0, let
R: ( y)=D:x R(x, y) for notational convenience. Let i1. Then
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|
0
D:xR(x, y) ,i ( y) f ( y) dy
=|
0 \|

0
|

0
2
y21
[,i R:]( y+t) dt1 dt2+ f ( y) dy
=|
0 \|

0
|

0
(21,iR:+21,i1R:+,i 
2
1 R:)( y+t) dt1dt2+ f ( y) dy
:=I+II+III. (4.7)
We will show that I, II and III are bounded by K=:  |;|2 0 ( |D; f ( y)|
d(x, y)n) dy. By Lemma 4.4, I is bounded by K. Estimates for II will be
similar to III and we will estimate III only. By (4.6), we have
III=:
j
|
0 \|

0
|

0
,i ( y+t)(a jT 2j +bjTj) R: ( y+t) dt1 dt2+ f ( y) dy
+:
j
|
0 \|

0
|

0
, i ( y+t) cj ( y+t) 1 TjR: ( y+t) dt1 dt2+ f ( y) dy
+:
j
|
0 \|

0
|

0
, i ( y+t) dj ( y+t) 1R: ( y+t) dt1 dt2+ f ( y) dy
=: III1+III2+III3 .
By (4.4) and Lemma 4.4, III1 is bounded by K. The estimate for III3 will
be similar to that for III2 and we will estimate only III2 . For III2 , note that
|
0 \|

0
|

0
(,i 1TjR:)( y+t) dt1 dt2+ f ( y) dy
=|
0 \|

0
|

0
|

0
1 (, i1Tj R:)( y+t) dt1 dt2 dt3+ f ( y) dy
=|
0 \|

0
|

0
|

0
(1, i1Tj R:+,i21 Tj R:)( y+t) dt1 dt2 dt3+ f ( y) dy.
By Lemma 4.4, the first term in the last inequality is bounded by K.
To bound the second term by K, first use (4.6), and then use (4.4) to move
Tj -differentials to f ( y) once or twice, and finally apply Lemma 4.4. There-
fore, III2 is bounded by K.
Collecting the estimates for i=0, 1, ..., N, we get
|D:Rf (x)|  & f &Lp2+ :
|;|2
|
0
|D; f ( y)|
d(x, y)n
dy.
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By the Schur test as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [FR], one can show that
the L p-norm of the last term in the above inequality is bounded by & f &Lp2 .
Therefore we have
:
|:|=2
&D:Rf (x)&L pC & f &Lp2 .
When k is odd, the estimate follows from interpolation. The proof is
complete. K
By the Sobolev imbedding theorem, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. R(C (0 ))/C (0 ).
We now prove the regularity of the harmonic Bergman projection on
Ho lder spaces, 4t (0). Recall that 4t (Rn)=[ f # L (Rn) : supx, y # Rn ( | f (x)
& f ( y)||x& y| t)<] for 0<t<1, and 4t (Rn)=[ f # L (Rn) :  |:|[t]
D:f # 4t] for non-integral t>1. Here, [t] is the greatest integer less
than t. Also, 41 (Rn)=[ f : supx, h # Rn | f (x+h)+ f (x&h)&2f (x)||h|<],
and 4k (Rn)=[ f # L (Rn) :  |:|k&1 D: f # 41] for any integer k>1.
And f # 4t (0) if there exists F # 4t (Rn) such that F |0= f.
Theorem 4.7. For 0<t<,
&Rf &4t(0)C & f &4t(0) .
Proof. By (4.1) and (1.3), we have
|
0
|D:x R(x, y)| dy  r(x)
&|:|.
With this inequality, one can argue as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [MS].
K
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